DA-300 v.2
Recommended
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“wstereo.pl” an on-line magazine published a very rave review and recommended TAGA Harmony digital-to-analog converter
DA-300 v.2
Small box full of music
Sound
“…The designers managed to achieve a truly astounding level of details without side effects. In that aspect Taga DA-300 was the
best affordable converter which we have tested. It did not give Matrix Mini-i a chance, but also made Myryad Z20 and Audeze
Deckard feel slightly embarrassed.
Thanks to this small box we can really hear a lot, nothing slips away, sounds are clear, clean, lighted in the way that we can easily
keep track of individual instruments, even in a fairly complicated mixes…It is great.
The next award for the small TAGA is for its sound space. To be honest, I did not expect such a performance for the money…I
was very surprised. First of all, a huge momentum of the scene…a large amount of air between the sounds, the freedom and the
absence of any restrictions. Music has a lot of room to fade away, nothing is compressed nor closed… The sounds emerged freely
on the far sides, above me and on the back of my head.
The small Taga DA-300 sets the virtual sound sources closer and farther, higher and lower (!), accurately lays out the stereo
scene from the left to the right, everything is precisely kept in check, nothing is mixed up…”
Summary
“Taga managed to develop a very affordable device which avoids a trap of many budget components. This small DAC sounds
with surprising resolution and details, but not with clatter nor surgically. The sound - despite a slightly withdrawn midrange - is
very coherent and consistent. The transducer plays brightly, lightly, clearly, with good dynamics and speed, the sounds are not
greasy and slow. A mild dryness in the mids is compensated by sound spatiality which is phenomenal for that price level. Such a
space is really something! Taga DA-300 is a very interesting offer for those who want to start their journey into listening digital
files and for people who want to improve the sound of their a DVD, BlueRay or an affordable CD player. Recommended.”

More information about the TAGA Harmony brand and the products is available at www.taga-audio.com

